
Create your own maze coding 
with Scratch



1. If  you don’t have scratch, make sure you find it using Google or 
similar, and open an account. It’s safe and free

2. Click on Folder Icon, New project



3. Remove the current sprite, the cat

4. Open sprite menu and select paintbrush



5. Select red outline and filling

6. Draw a circle holding down shift and place it in the middle of  the 
stage



7. In the sprite code tab, select Events, yellow color blocks and drag 
when “green flag“ clicked onto your coding area

8. Then go to Control, orange color and drag “forever” onto your cod-
ing area



9. From Motion, blue color, select  “go to” and choose “mouse point-
er” from drop down menu

10. And place inside “forever” yellow block



11. Next, we will go to Backdrop, click to activate

12. Select paintbrush and black outline to draw



13. Draw the lines for your maze, using the line tool and holding shift 
to keep straight 

14. Change filling and outline color to green and draw a rectangle for 
the finishing line using the square tool



15. Go back to the red dot, your sprite by clicking it. 

16. And lets add code to it. Events, yellow block when “green flag“ 
clicked



17. Then add an orange “forever“ block and place an orange “if” 
block inside

18. Inside the “if” we will add a sensing, blue block, in this case, color



19. We have to match the colors we have on the stage, so we click on 
the color on the block and with the eyedropper we pick color of  the 
dot to change the first color on the blue block

20. And And then the color of  the green ending rectangle to change 
the second



21. Then add a yellow “broadcast“ block and place it inside the “for-
ever” block below the “if“

22. Select New Message from the “broadcast“ drop down menu



23. And write the text, in this case WIN

24. Duplicate the whole nest of  blocks with the right mouse click



25. And change the green color to black using the eyedropper

26. Change WIN for New Message



27. And write LOSE

28. Go back to backdrop



29. Create a new backdrop by selecting paintbrush from dropdown 
menu

30. And paint a big green rectangle using the square tool and green 
outline and filling



31. Then write WIN using the text tool and place it in the center mak-
ing it big

32. Repeat the last three steps, but this time create a red square and 
write LOSE on it



33. Go back to the maze backdrop by selecting it on the left hand side 
bar

34. Add code by dragging a yellow Events “when green flag clicked“



35. Add purple “Looks“ block “switch backdrop to“ and it should dis-
play backdrop1 inside

36. Add another two yellow blocks, this time “When I receive” and 
LOSE  should read inside



37. Repeat the step before last one, adding a purple block, but this 
time drop down menu and select “backdrop3“ inside 

38. Add a “Stop all“ orange control block, so your game ends there 



39. Change to WIN inside when I receive message block

40. Add purple block and select “backdrop2“ inside 

41. Repeat step 38, adding a “Stop all“ orange control block, so your 
game ends there



Your game is ready. Press full 
screen and click the green flag 

to play


